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This book provides the necessary tools for the evaluation of
the interaction between the user who is disabled and the
computer system that was designed to assist that person.
The book creates an evaluation process that is able to assess
the user's satisfaction with a developed system. Presenting a
new theoretical perspective in the human computer
interaction evaluation of disabled persons, it takes into
account all of the individuals involved in the evaluation
process.
The Semantic Web represents a vision for how to make the
huge amount of information on the Web automatically
processable by machines on a large scale. For this purpose,
a whole suite of standards, technologies and related tools
have been specified and developed over the last couple of
years and they have now become the foundation for
numerous new applications. A Developer’s Guide to the
Semantic Web helps the reader to learn the core standards,
key components and underlying concepts. It provides indepth coverage of both the what-is and how-to aspects of the
Semantic Web. From Yu’s presentation, the reader will
obtain not only a solid understanding about the Semantic
Web, but also learn how to combine all the pieces to build
new applications on the Semantic Web. The second edition of
this book not only adds detailed coverage of the latest W3C
standards such as SPARQL 1.1 and RDB2RDF, it also
updates the readers by following recent developments. More
specifically, it includes five new chapters on schema.org and
semantic markup, on Semantic Web technologies used in
social networks and on new applications and projects such as
data.gov and Wikidata and it also provides a complete coding
example of building a search engine that supports Rich
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Snippets. Software developers in industry and students
specializing in Web development or Semantic Web
technologies will find in this book the most complete guide to
this exciting field available today. Based on the step-by-step
presentation of real-world projects, where the technologies
and standards are applied, they will acquire the knowledge
needed to design and implement state-of-the-art applications.
Your Starting Point for New York e-Discovery Comprehensive
in scope, New York e-Discovery and Evidence: • Describes
the creation, storage, and production of electronically stored
information. • Suggests how to deal with the dynamic
information stored in metadata. • Discusses the need to avoid
spoliation and retrieve, restore, or translate the material
before it is produced. • Examines issues regarding relevance
and privilege. • Explains how to use electronically stored
information at trial. Targeted Practical Guidance: • Taskbased checklists, with cites to applicable court rules and case
law, take litigators step-by-step through the various areas of ediscovery. A master checklist serves as a starting point for
performing any task in the e-discovery process. • Real World
Practice Tips-- including strategic points, warnings, timing and
exceptions -- raise critical issues and prevent missteps. •
Dozens of easily downloaded attorney-drafted and courttested forms save time and streamline work flow. This eBook
features links to Lexis Advance for further legal research
options.
While some e-government projects fail to deliver the expected
benefits due to numerous technical, organizational,
institutional, and contextual factors, information technology
continues to be utilized by international governments to
achieve countless benefits. E-Government Success around
the World: Cases, Empirical Studies, and Practical
Recommendations presents the latest findings in the area of
e-government success. Written for academics and
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professionals, this book aims to improve the understanding of
e-government success factors and cultural contexts in the
field of governmental information technologies in various
disciplines such as political science, public administration,
information and communication sciences, and sociology.
The vast array of social media options present a challenge:
it’s tough to keep current, let alone formulate a plan for using
these tools effectively. Solomon, a librarian with extensive
experience in web development, design, and technology, cuts
to the chase with this invaluable guide to using social media
in any kind of library. With a straightforward and pragmatic
approach, she broadens her best-selling ALA Editions
Special Report on the topic and Presents an overview of the
social media world, providing context for services like
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, and analyzes how adults’
and teens’ use of social media impacts the library Offers
advice on easy ways to use these tools on a daily basis, with
planning strategies for posting and scheduling Addresses the
fine points of Facebook, comparing the various types of
profiles and accounts Guides readers in the basics of crafting
eye-catching status updates, and other social media best
practices Shows how to manage and monitor accounts,
including pointers on dealing with negative feedback
Including a bibliography of additional resources, Solomon’s
guide will empower libraries to use social media as a powerful
tool for marketing, outreach, and advocacy.
This book provides an overview of social media technologies
in the context of practical implementation for academics,
guided by applied research findings, current best practices,
and the author’s successful experiences with using social
media in academic settings. It also provides academics with
sensible and easy strategies for implementing a wide
spectrum of social media and related technologies - such as
blogs, wikis, Facebook, and various Google tools for
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professional, teaching, and research endeavours. No other
book exists that assists academics in learning how to use
social media to benefit their teaching and research The editor
has an extensive background in social media teaching,
consulting, research, and everyday use All the contributors
come to the book with a common goal, from various expertise
areas and perspectives
Counsels professionals on how to promote trustworthy
relationships in a time of extreme distrust, sharing examples
about individuals, teams, and organizations that have reaped
the benefits of establishing trust in their business dealings.
In July 2010, Facebook had over 500 million subscribers
worldwide and the rapid rise of the site prompted Time
magazine to name Facebook's founder Mark Zuckerberg its
person of the year for 2010. This novel book advances our
understanding of how democratic citizens are transformed by
the "Facebook revolution". Despite increasing interest in
politics and popular media, there has been little academic
work on the impact of Facebook on politics in general, and on
democratic processes in particular. The work that does exist
has been limited to Facebook's impact on politics as a
mobilization tool used by social movement activists. In this
book, José Marichal argues that understanding Facebook's
impact on political processes requires an understanding of
how Facebook's architecture of disclosure shapes the
construction of individuals' political identities by drawing users
further into their pre-selected social networks. Drawing on a
number of disciplines and an ethnographic analysis of 250
Facebook political groups, Marichal explores how Facebook's
emphasis on social connection impacts key dimensions of
political participation: e.g., mobilization, deliberation, and
attitude formation.

This publication provides unique and indispensable
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guidance to all in the insurance industry, other
businesses and their counsel in identifying and
understanding the risks (notably including cyber risks)
they face by using social media in the business world
and mitigating those risks through a compilation of best
practices by industry experts and rulings by courts and
regulatory authorities. It features analyses of pertinent
policies, statutes and cases.
The field of adult religious education is rich with
opportunitiesfor study and service. This sourcebook
showcases adult religiouseducation as an important site
for program creation, teaching,learning, and adult
development. It offers insight into the waysthat adult
religious education serves adult learners. You'll get
numerous examples of adult education within
andbetween religious institutions, along with helpful
ideas to enhancepractice as well as programs.
Researchers will find it useful as asource on religious
institutions, adult religious education, andadult learners
in general. This is the 133rd volume in this Jossey Bass
higher educationquarterly report series. Noted for its
depth of coverage, thisindispensable series explores
issues of common interest toinstructors, administrators,
counselors, and policymakers in abroad range of adult
and continuing education settings.
The newest addition to the popular Quick-Reference
Guide collection, The Quick-Reference Guide to
Addictions and Recovery Counseling focuses on the
widespread problem of addictions of all kinds. It is an A-Z
guide for assisting pastors, professional counselors, and
everyday believers to easily access a full array of
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information to aid them in formal and informal counseling
situations. Each of the forty topics covered follows a
helpful eight-part outline and identifies (1) typical
symptoms and patterns, (2) definitions and key thoughts,
(3) questions to ask, (4) directions for the conversation,
(5) action steps, (6) biblical insights, (7) prayer starters,
and (8) recommended resources.
The Librarian's Nitty-Gritty Guide to Social
MediaAmerican Library Association
Across Europe social democracy is in crisis. The
countries which formits collective home, Britain,
Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands, Italy and France,
are all currently governed by centre right parties. It
seems that change to European social democracy is
essential. The contributors to this volume look at what
kind of change this might be. In the last decade
European social democracy has ceased to be about
either society or democracy. In government it has
embraced liberal economic principles that undermined
solidarity and association. Along the way the idea of the
common good has been lost and there is no vision of a
'Good Society'. The authors explore the values of
European social democracy, how it can be revived and
what kind of political economy it requires in order to
thrive. An international group of distinguished academics
addresses these issues and looks at how European
social democracy can be used the build the Good
Society. The Future of European Social Democracy also
includes a foreword and appendix by the two leaders of
the 'Building the Good Society' project on which the book
is based, Andrea Nahles and Jon Cruddas. -- Publisher
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description.
The Internet is changing. Once a text based medium, it's
now transitioning into a video based one. Simply put,
marketing to your customers online using traditional
techniques no longer works. Why video? It has the
power to engage your customers and prompt a
response. It can increase the time they stay on your site,
influence what they buy, and feed their desire to trust
you. This book will teach you how to properly utilize
video to help bring your product to life and increase your
conversions. Online video expert, John Cecil, provides a
guide to successfully incorporating video into your
marketing strategy and explains why it's essential in
today's market. With the constant flow of information on
the Internet, it's vital that you attain the complete
attention of your consumer, and video can make this
happen. It's been proven that online video will help turn
web site visitors into buyers, increasing success and
profits. This book details how video technology can be
useful to you and outlines tools that can create online
visibility and sustainability. Cecil provides techniques for
producing and distributing video, maintaining a strategic
online video marketing plan, and ultimately creating a
greater return on your video investment. The author's
approach to video marketing has already been
successful for companies such as Canon, eHarmony,
Capitol Records, and Experian. Video marketing needs
to be a critical piece of a successful online strategy, and
this book will teach you not only how to get started, but
how your video project can pay for itself with increased
ROI. WATCH John Cecil's suite of videos, where he
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provides key content on ways to incorporate video into
your online marketing efforts, best practices for video
delivery, and other tips and tricks:
https://www.youtube.com/OVRevolution
Using an evidence-based approach and case studies
from a wide range of life domains, Interventions and
Policies to Enhance Wellbeing examines the most
successful existing strategies to promote wellbeing and
mental health. Discusses the results of the latest
research in the science of wellbeing and their
implications for improved learning, creativity, productivity,
relationships, and health Covers interventions for
individuals across the lifespan, as well as those for
organizations, communities, and entire populations
Looks at policy initiatives and approaches with a focus
on the integration of new technology and the role of the
media Part of the six-volume Wellbeing: A Complete
Reference Guide, which brings together leading research
from across the social sciences
Qualitative Research in Education: A User's Guide, Third
Edition continues to bring together the essential
elements of qualitative research, including traditions and
influences in the field and practical, step-by-step
coverage of each stage of the research process.
Synthesizing the best thinking on conducting qualitative
research in education, Marilyn Lichtman uses a
conversational writing style that draws readers into the
excitement of the research process.
Moving away from the strong body of critique of pervasive
?bad data? practices by both governments and private actors
in the globalized digital economy, this book aims to paint an
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alternative, more optimistic but still pragmatic picture of the
datafied future. The authors examine and propose ?good
data? practices, values and principles from an
interdisciplinary, international perspective. From ideas of data
sovereignty and justice, to manifestos for change and calls for
activism, this collection opens a multifaceted conversation on
the kinds of futures we want to see, and presents concrete
steps on how we can start realizing good data in practice.
Newly Updated March 2011 -- Why Facebook? Simply
put--your market lives here! Facebook has more than 500
million users worldwide. Brands large and small are
recognizing the benefits of Facebook and are eager to tap
into Facebook's marketing potential. This book is a step by
step guide to help you set up your Facebook presence and
master beginning strategy in minutes a day. Designed for
busy professionals who want to save time and get started
with the right steps to creating a successful Facebook
presence for their business, this easy to follow and
informative guide will help you: * Set up your Facebook profile
and business page quickly and easily * Show you insider tips
and tricks you can use to explode your Facebook presence
and target your market * Decide if a Group or a Page is right
for you and your business * Use "strategic friending" to reach
a targeted group of potential prospects and partners * Design
and implement a Facebook ad campaign, for as little as $1
per day * How to promote your Facebook presence ON-line
as well as OFF * Handy "daily activity" check list to save you
time while building your community
Pairing "big ideas" in marketing with the popular activity of
content curation, The Rise of the Curator Class positions
curation as a "humanization" movement that is restructuring
the internet • Describes the current state of content overload
and how curation is solving it • Explains how curation
changes the structure of the internet and economy as legions
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of consumers demand curated experiences to cut through the
noise • Delivers a new toolkit for anyone—in marketing,
advertising, sales, content creation, or product
development—seeking to stay or become relevant in an
increasingly curation-centric marketplace • Provides strategic
advice to make passionate audience segments, the opposite
of mass marketing, work for you—whether you're buying,
selling, or creating
Internet use-related addiction problems (e.g., Internet
addiction, problem mobile phone use, problem gaming, and
social networking) have been defined according to the same
core element: the addictive symptomatology presented by
individuals who excessively and problematically behave using
the technology. Online activity is the most important factor in
their lives, causing them the loss of control by stress and
difficulties in managing at least one aspect of their daily life,
affecting users’ wellbeing and health. In 2018, Gaming
Disorder was included as a mental disease in the 11th
Revision of the International Classification of Diseases by the
World Health Organization. In 2013, the American Psychiatric
Association requested additional research on Internet
Gaming Disorder. The papers contained in this e-Book
provide unique and original perspectives on the concept,
development, and early detection of the prevention of these
health problems. They are diverse in the nature of the
problems they deal with, methodologies, populations,
cultures, and contain insights and a clear indication of the
impact of individual, social, and environmental factors on
Internet use-related addiction problems. The e-Book
illustrates recent progress in the evolution of research, with
great emphasis on gaming and smartphone problems,
signaling areas in which research would be useful, even crossculturally.
Digital Performance in Everyday Life combines theories of
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performance, communication, and media to explore the many
ways we perform in our everyday lives through digital media
and in virtual spaces. Digital communication technologies and
the social norms and discourses that developed alongside
these technologies have altered the ways we perform as and
for ourselves and each other in virtual spaces. Through a
diverse range of topics and examples—including discussions
of self-identity, surveillance, mourning, internet memes,
storytelling, ritual, political action, and activism—this book
addresses how the physical and virtual have become
inseparable in everyday life, and how the digital is always
rooted in embodied action. Focusing on performance and
human agency, the authors offer fresh perspectives on
communication and digital culture. The unique,
interdisciplinary approach of this book will be useful to
scholars, artists, and activists in communication, digital
media, performance studies, theatre, sociology, political
science, information technology, and cybersecurity—along
with anyone interested in how communication shapes and is
shaped by digital technologies.
Twitter, Facebook, blogging, chat rooms, email, the internet
and beyond - for most parents, teachers and youth workers,
getting to grips with new technology is a bit of a challenge.
But keeping children safe is a much bigger one. As
technology changes, and young people grasp it faster than
the older generations do, it can be a real struggle to know
what to do to help, equip and defend. Dr Bex Lewis is an
expert in new technology. She knows how it works, what to
do and where to go for the latest information. It is rarely
possible to keep young people away from new technology,
nor is it wise. This book will enable parents, teachers and
youth workers to give young people the equipment they need
to get the best out of new technology and to avoid the
dangers. For more information visit
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www.lionhudson.com/drbex
Effective risk communication is essential to the well-being of
any organization and those people who depend on it.
Ineffective communication can cost lives, money and
reputations. Communicating Risks and Benefits: An EvidenceBased User’s Guide provides the scientific foundations for
effective communications. The book authoritatively
summarizes the relevant research, draws out its implications
for communication design, and provides practical ways to
evaluate and improve communications for any decision
involving risks and benefits. Topics include the
communication of quantitative information and warnings, the
roles of emotion and the news media, the effects of age and
literacy, and tests of how well communications meet the
organization’s goals. The guide will help users in any
organization, with any budget, to make the science of their
communications as sound as the science that they are
communicating.
LexisNexis Practice Guide: Pennsylvania Civil Discovery is a
one-volume source for in-depth practical guidance on
Pennsylvania law and procedure with step-by-step guidance
essential to effectively managing each step of the discovery
process in a civil lawsuit. Each chapter in the Practice Guide
reflects the keen legal analysis and practical insights of the
authors. Topically organized, the title covers: • Planning
Discovery; • Timing of Discovery; • Interrogatories; •
Requests for Production of Documents for Inspection; •
Depositions; • Medical Discovery; • Experts; • Third-Party
Discovery; • Objections to Discovery; • Sanctions for Failure
to Produce Discovery or for Spoliation; • Requests for
Admission; • Forms; and much more. LexisNexis Practice
Guide Pennsylvania Civil Discovery integrates how-to
practice guidance, task-oriented checklists, downloadable
forms and references to sources that provide in-depth
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explanations of subjects to make this complex area
understandable to litigators. It distills the experience of
seasoned litigators in both federal and Pennsylvania State
courts to demystify the complex areas of understanding,
planning, identifying, producing, preserving, protecting and
using discovery. It offers targeted practical guidance for the
Pennsylvania litigator struggling to master the complexities of
the Pennsylvania and federal court rules and case law that
govern this important evolving area.

This timely book inspires researchers to deploy relevant,
effective, innovative digital methods. It explores the
relationship of such methods to 'mainstream' social
science; interdisciplinarity; innovations in digital research
tools; the opportunities (and challenges) of digital
methods in researching social life; and digital research
ethics.
Quick access to today's top Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn resources - on business, entertainment, politics,
health, sports, and much more! A single, up-to-theminute source for all the best new resources on today's
top social networks More than 3,000 entries on
parenting, shopping, fashion, sports, travel, religion, and
many other topics A huge timesaver: helps users
instantly uncover hidden "gems" they'd otherwise have to
search for, stumble upon, or never find at all!
Due to the increased global political importance of the
nonprofit sector, its technological support and
organizational characteristics have become important
fields of research. In order to conduct effective work,
nonprofits need to communicate and coordinate
effectively. However, such settings are generally
characterized by a lack of resources, an absence of
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formal hierarchical structures and differences in
languages and culture among the activists. Modern
technologies could help nonprofit networks in improving
their working. In order to design appropriate
technological support for such settings, it is important to
understand their work practices, which widely differ from
traditional business organizations. This book aims to
strengthen the body of knowledge by providing user
studies and concepts related to user centered
technology design process for nonprofit settings. The
examination of ethnographic studies and user centered
evaluation of IT artifacts in practice will further the
understanding of design requirements of these systems.
This book includes chapters from leading scholars and
practitioners on the technology design process
examining human centered factors. The chapters will
focus on developed and developing countries as they
both have unique issues in technology design. The book
will be useful or of interest to academics from a range of
fields including information systems, human computer
interaction, computer supported cooperative work and
organizational science as well as for government officials
and governmental organizations.
The go-to legal resource for principals, fully updated!
How often does a potential legal issue arise at your
school? Now in an expanded third edition, this trusted
resource provides clear and helpful guidance from a
team of respected school-law experts. Substantive new
information shows principals how to: Address student
use and misuse of technology, on and off campus Avoid
the pitfalls of zero-tolerance discipline policies Lead
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school safety and violence prevention, including
collaboration with school resource officers and other
personnel Prevent and respond to bullying incidents Stay
current with special education requirements Ensure that
employment and evaluation practices reflect the law
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
14th IFIP TC 6/TC 11 International Conference on
Communications and Multimedia Security, CMS 2013,
held in Magdeburg, Germany, in September 2013. The 5
revised full papers presented together with 11 short
papers, 5 extended abstracts describing the posters that
were discussed at the conference, and 2 keynote talks
were carefully reviewed and selected from 30
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on biometrics; applied cryptography; digital
watermarking, steganography and forensics; and social
network privacy, security and authentication.
This reference is essential reading for anyone attempting
to understand modern terrorism by studying the arc of
terrorism throughout history, from anarchists to Al
Qaeda, ISIS, and beyond. • Provides readers with an
overview of how terrorism has changed over time and
what new threats may be on the horizon • Analyzes
counterterrorism policies and what emerging trends
should be considered to more effectively counter the
threat posed by international terrorism • Offers a
sweeping tour of terrorist groups; their tactics,
techniques, and procedures; and their ideologies,
motivations, and objectives • Provides an A–Z review of
"who's who" in the annals of modern terrorism
Workplace technology is evolving at an accelerated
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pace, driving innovation, productivity, and efficiency to
exceedingly high levels. Businesses both small and large
must keep up with these changes in order to compete
effectively with fellow enterprises. The Handbook of
Research on Enterprise 2.0: Technological, Social, and
Organizational Dimensions collects the most recent
developments in evaluating the technological,
organizational, and social dimensions of modern
business practices in order to better foster advances in
information exchange and collaboration among networks
of partners and customers. This crucial reference
supports managers and business professionals, as well
as members of academia, IT specialists, and network
developers in enhancing business practices and
obtaining competitive advantage.
The 4th FTRA International Conference on Computer
Science and its Applications (CSA-12) will be held in
Jeju, Korea on November 22~25, 2012. CSA-12 will be
the most comprehensive conference focused on the
various aspects of advances in computer science and its
applications. CSA-12 will provide an opportunity for
academic and industry professionals to discuss the latest
issues and progress in the area of CSA. In addition, the
conference will publish high quality papers which are
closely related to the various theories and practical
applications in CSA. Furthermore, we expect that the
conference and its publications will be a trigger for
further related research and technology improvements in
this important subject. CSA-12 is the next event in a
series of highly successful International Conference on
Computer Science and its Applications, previously held
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as CSA-11 (3rd Edition: Jeju, December, 2011), CSA-09
(2nd Edition: Jeju, December, 2009), and CSA-08 (1st
Edition: Australia, October, 2008).
This book describes the landscape of cloud computing from
first principles, leading the reader step-by-step through the
process of building and configuring a cloud environment. The
book not only considers the technologies for designing and
creating cloud computing platforms, but also the business
models and frameworks in real-world implementation of cloud
platforms. Emphasis is placed on “learning by doing,” and
readers are encouraged to experiment with a range of
different tools and approaches. Topics and features: includes
review questions, hands-on exercises, study activities and
discussion topics throughout the text; demonstrates the
approaches used to build cloud computing infrastructures;
reviews the social, economic, and political aspects of the ongoing growth in cloud computing use; discusses legal and
security concerns in cloud computing; examines techniques
for the appraisal of financial investment into cloud computing;
identifies areas for further research within this rapidly-moving
field.
The completely revised and updated Third Edition of Risk
Management in Health Care Institutions: Limiting Liability and
Enhancing Care covers the basic concepts of risk
management, employment practices, and general risk
management strategies, as well as specific risk areas,
including medical malpractice, strategies to reduce liability,
managing positions, and litigation alternatives. This edition
also emphasizes outpatient medicine and the risks associated
with electronic medical records. Risk Management in Health
Care Institutions: Limiting Liability and Enhancing Care, Third
Edition offers r
This is the book for anyone who aspires to the title "informed
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citizen." It clearly explains how political news works, how the
media influences readers—and how to sort through it all to be
a better, smarter consumer of political news. • Shows readers
how to spot bad political arguments, as well as why they
should be skeptical of the "hard data" behind many of those
arguments • Shares clear, accessible explanations of the
ever-present biases that affect our view of political news •
Offers a multitude of clear examples taken from current
politics on ways in which media distorts political information
and messages • Provides a compelling look at social media
platforms such as Facebook and Twitter as sources of
political information, how we perceive information from these
venues, and how they affect our understanding of American
political dialogue
Presents a guide for adults on the features of Facebook,
covering such topics as opening an account, finding friends,
posting status updates, sharing photos, joining a business
network, creating groups, and using games and applications.
If you've been wandering aimlessly on Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube or LinkedIn, then slam on the brakes and turn
around. It's time to enter a new destination. Social Media
GPS is the must-have guide small business owners need to
easily navigate and successfully journey through the world of
free online marketing. Buckle up, take the social media wheel
and hold on tight as the knowledgeable team at Marketplace
Maven offer small business owners beginner how-to's as well
as smart marketing strategies for the more seasoned social
media travelers.
Throughout the book, theoretical foundations necessary for
understanding Electronic Commerce (EC) are presented,
ranging from consumer behavior to the economic theory of
competition. Furthermore, this book presents the most current
topics relating to EC as described by a diversified team of
experts in a variety of fields, including a senior vice president
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of an e-commerce-related company. The authors provide
website resources, numerous exercises, and extensive
references to supplement the theoretical presentations. At the
end of each chapter, a list of online resources with links to the
websites is also provided. Additionally, extensive, vivid
examples from large corporations, small businesses from
different industries, and services, governments, and nonprofit
agencies from all over the world make concepts come alive in
Electronic Commerce. These examples, which were collected
by both academicians and practitioners, show the reader the
capabilities of EC, its cost and justification, and the innovative
ways corporations are using EC in their operations. In this
edition (previous editions published by Pearson/Prentice
Hall), the authors bring forth the latest trends in e-commerce,
including social businesses, social networking, social
collaboration, innovations, and mobility.
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